LETTER OF SOLIDARITY
FOR AFGHANISTAN PEOPLE
27/08/2021
The Jai Jagat, a nonviolent global peace campaign welcomes the support of all those who
are assisting the civilians of Afghanistan, protecting women, children, and vulnerable
communities from harm’s way, and in assisting those that are able to leave the country.
We thank countries in the region that are opening their borders to the flood of people, and
those western countries for accepting large numbers of Afghan emigrants. At the same time
we are aware of many who have been left behind, the high degree of hunger, and some of
those who feel that their life is threatened by the incoming government due to its religious
extremism and its unjust treatment of women.
Thus, we endorse the call to the entire international community to use all possible resources
to cease the war and, especially, to respect and defend the human rights of the women and
girls of Afghanistan, which have been systematically violated. At the same time we entreat
all humanitarian agencies to provide immediate aid.
We call on all friends associated with Jai Jagat to support women and children in
Afghanistan so they can continue to contribute to the governance of the society and its
economy, bringing their strengths, skills, and knowledge into all aspects of society. Without
the legitimate and full participation of women, there is not and will not be a humane
society.
JOIN A SOLIDARITY ACTION!
• Share an individual or group photo with a support message, using some of the
following hashtags:
#JaiJagatSupportAfghanistan
#StandUpwithAfghanWomen
#StandUpwithAfghanChildren
•

Send it to jaijagatinternational@gmail.com
Investigate if in your country there is a refugee centre that will receive refugees from
Afghanistan; if there is a collection point, or any fundraising to support their arrival
and stay, do not hesitate for a second to support to the extent of your possibilities.

